18	ARCHIMEDES
the making of spheres and produce a model of tho, lu means of the circular motion of water', it is poss Archimedes's sphere was moved by water.   In any ea medes was much occupied with astronomy.    Livy < ' unicus spectator caeli siderumque V1    Hipparch uh my these observations it is clear that the differences in i are altogether small, but, as to the solstices, I almo that Archimedes and I have both erred to the* ext quarter of a day both in the observation and in the d therefrom'.2   Archimedes then had evident!}' eonsid-length of the year.    Macrobius flays ho discovered tances of the planets,3 and he himself describes in hi reckoner the apparatus by which he measured the *i angular diameter of the sun.
(/?) Mechanics
Archimedes wrote, as we shall see, on theoretical me and it was by theory that he solved the problem To given weight by a given force, for it was in reliance irresistible cogency of his proof'that ho declared to that any giyen weight could be .moved by any give (howeversmall),and boasted that, 'if lie wore given a | stand on, he could move the earth' (rrd /?<S, Kal kiv& n as he said in his Doric dialect).   The story, told by PI is that, 'when Hieron was struck with amazement and Archimedes to reduce the problem.to practices and to j illustration of some great weight moved by a .small fV fixed upon a ship of burden with three masts from the, arsenal which had only been drawn up with groat lab many men, and loading her with many passengers and freight, himself the while sitting far off, with no groat but only holding the end of a compound pulley (noMcr* quietly in his hand and pulling at it, he drew the ship smoothly and safely as if she were moving through the . The story that Archimedes set the Roman ships on i an arrangement of burning-glasses or concave mirrors found in any authority <m-rK/v» it-      *

